(Un)Finnished: International art education between two continents
Presenter – David Anderson

Thank you for your interest in this presentation.

The proposal for this conference was submitted in advance of my travels to Finland; some components evolved as anticipated and others materialized as opportunities presented themselves. Throughout my travels I kept an online journal through my school’s website. It was suggested to me by fellow colleagues to publish these entries through an online blogging forum. So, with enthusiasm and some trepidation I am in the process of transferring this information to a site and I hope to keep it updated on a fairly regular basis. There are simply too many areas to cover during the time allotted for this presentation, so I hope you will check out the site for further details about my travels, and on education in general – (Un)Finnished Education.

Cheers!

Contact:
David Anderson
The Gilman School
5407 Roland Ave.
Baltimore, MD. 21210

danderson@gilman.edu
doandersonart@gmail.com

Synopsis:

During a four-week stay in Finland, the following was accomplished:

- Presented to an Art Education class at the University of Lapland, Finland.
- Presented to three separate classes in the Art Department at Aalto University in Helsinki.
  - Dr. Kevin Tavin – Head of Art, Professor of International Art Education - Contact
  - Dr. Mira Kallio-Tavin - University Lecturer of International Art Education Curriculum - Contact
- Visited three Finnish schools:
  - Viiki Teacher Training School
  - Pohjois-Haagan yhteiskoulu
  - Lauttasaaren yhteiskoulu (multiple visits)
    - taught a seventh grade English class
    - taught a tenth grade Culture class
    - Taught and collaborated with the Art teacher - seventh grade Art class, a unit that involved creating art as a response to issues of social justice.
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